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About This Content
This outfit dresses Lara up as a classic 1930s adventurer, bomber jacket and all (single player outfit).
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Title: Tomb Raider: Aviatrix Skin
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Crystal Dynamics, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2013
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS:Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista,7,8 (32bit/64bit)
Processor:Dual core CPU: AMD Athlon64 X2 2.1 Ghz (4050+), Intel Core2 Duo 1.86 Ghz (E6300)
Memory:1GB Memory (2GB on Vista)

Graphics:DirectX 9 graphics card with 512Mb Video RAM: AMD Radeon HD 2600 XT, nVidia 8600
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:12 GB HD space
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Polish,Dutch,Czech,Arabic
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A game with no clear instructions or point, but I don't want to put it down.. Not the worst game i've ever played but no where
near the best either.
I had trouble turning left and the A.I is pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 they dont care if you're there or not they
will ram the f*ck outta you.. Gut fun for few hours, much air bukake yes. The physics are amazing.
Wonderful job and a very original game here.
The audio adds a lot of laughter to the equation.
The game is simply fun to play. In all aspects.
Keep up the good work. :). For two dollars, (or if on sale for lower) this is probably one of my most recommended platformers
in the past 5 years, Up there with shovel knight and a few others. The platforming is fun, the gameplay flows well, and the
soundtrack is pretty good.
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I'd like to like this game, but most of it isn't in English when English is on, sights are broken, as you can barely aim with them
and some of the rifle isn't showing when aiming down sights. Video has lied, but this game can be fixed over time.
Overall, 3/10. I don't think people know this exists yet so you'll probably look like a special snowflake online with it. Not an
Intuitive game , and the cut scenes do not work at all on my win10 machine.
If you want to play , what you are standing on determines the interaction with right mouse button.
The squares open doors.
the circle things are like seals to unlock.. A charming time management game with a simple storyline. You play as a westerner
who is stuck on a tropical island, and have to guide them through building huts, gathering resources etc..
The game is narrated by a relaxed male voice who guides you through the simple story. As you proceed the challenge becomes
higher, starting with simple tasks like 'gather 200 food' but later on introducing obstacles like bandits and ghosts. The story
makes it all fit in the world though.
MOAI has a nice art style with vibrant colours that make each level nice to look at, without hiding the various clickable spots
from view. The soundtrack is relaxing and never gets in the way.
Alawar has a lot of time management games out and it's obvious they've mastered the genre by now. MOAI is another example,
design-wise it is perfectly balanced.
It has Steam achievements, trading cards, and Steam cloud support for saves.
The only real negative remark I have, and it's a tiny one, is that I can't get it to run maximized on a single 1920x1080 window,
instead I either have to play it full-screen with other monitors blanked; or windowed at what seems to be 1440x900.
Definitely earns a positive recommendation.. I played very little of this game, but I can tell already that it is not at all in the vein
of the original commandos (BTCOD and BEL)) of which I grew up with and came to love. In the tutorial, The green beret starts
non-stealthily walking up to soldiers on his own, so I suppose I am to cover for him, but why? why not let me have full control
of my men and the way I play the mission? and the first level is set in a war zone? and you need to take out a sniper before he
takes out russian allies? these compalints on they're own are not the issue, but it's symbolic of what ruins this game for me. what
happened to observing the situation and the mission in it's enterity then enacting and attempting to execute a proper plan only to
watch it go awry and deciding to either go back to a last save or continue with a different set of problems? that seems
completely lost on this game.
I will reserve comment for the game itself, as I am in no area to judge it independantly. my complaint is not that it's a bad game,
but that it's a bad addition to a franchise I enjoyed before. and If I can get passed the title, I may end up liking it, but I don't
think I will be playing it anytime soon.. As of this post it's at Beta .65 (only a few levels and there are bugs, though those I
mostly found in the last couple levels and they weren't critical.)
-I've explored the contents so far and I throughly enjoyed what I found. If you like the Lovecraftian genre then you will
probably have fun playing this game. While you can just run and gun through it, the writing is well done and sets a great
atmosphere so I recommend taking the time to drink it all in.
-I'm looking forward to playing the completed game and any future endeavors the creators make.
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